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the same technology that was used to create fireball xl5 (and also, briefly, thunderbirds ) was used for stingray. the bubble tank was the same, and the underwater scenes were still very impressive. but the underwater scenes on stingray are more of a gimmick than
the ones on fireball xl5, and the actors are generally much better. stingray has a much more human story than thunderbirds, because its basically a tale of one man trying to succeed despite having a very bad past. and although he spends most of the episodes
helping other people, he is certainly a loner, and he gets into trouble as a result. the show is also a great example of how a show can be successful without being fantastic. although you have almost all the elements you need for a great supermarionation show,
there are many episodes that are simply good. stingray is a great show, but it has some real duds in it, and you can watch them without losing interest in the show. the original stingray was made for the american market. it was made to sell shows to american
networks and the show was made with american actors, and so the dubbing was done in the us. thunderbirds was made before stingray and the show was made in england, so all the dubbing was done in england. thunderbirds was done in the uk, so we get the

version of thunderbirds you see on the tv in the uk. stingray is the one that was made in the us, so we get an americanised version.
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were still very impressive. but the underwater scenes on stingray are more of a gimmick than the ones on fireball xl5, and the actors are generally much better. stingray has
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fantastic. although you have almost all the elements you need for a great supermarionation show, there are many episodes that are simply good. stingray is a great show, but
it has some real duds in it, and you can watch them without losing interest in the show. the original stingray was made for the american market. it was made to sell shows to
american networks and the show was made with american actors, and so the dubbing was done in the us. thunderbirds was made before stingray and the show was made in
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